WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO EXPAND DOULA ACCESS FOR PATIENTS AT YOUR HOSPITAL?

ARE THERE OPPORTUNITIES TO CONNECT LOW-INCOME OR AT-RISK PATIENTS WITH DOULA SUPPORT IN YOUR COMMUNITY?

UTILIZE THE MANY DOULA SERVICES ACROSS ILLINOIS!

CHILDREN’S HOME & AID DOULA PROGRAM
For young parents in Central and Northern IL who would like support services.

CHICAGO FAMILY DOULAS
Full service Doula Agency providing families throughout the entire Chicagoland area.

PARTUM HEALTH
Doula care & other specialized care in the Chicagoland area.

DOULAS ETC.
Collaborate to provide support for birthing people across Central IL.

PEACEFUL BIRTHING DOULA
Professionally trained DONA Doulas. Service the Greater Chicagoland area and surrounding suburbs.

TRINITY DOULA SERVICES
Changing the lives of families in and around St. Louis, MO and Southern IL.

CHICAGO VOLUNTEER DOULAS
Provide comprehensive doula support with a focus on vulnerable communities in the Chicagoland area.

ST. LOUIS DOULA PROJECT
Provide access to full spectrum doula support to pregnant people in St. Louis.

DISCOVER MORE DOULA SERVICES SERVING YOUR COMMUNITY AT DONA INTERNATIONAL: FIND A DOULA